Von: Alberto Sainz <alberto@ghmedical.com>
Gesendet: Dienstag, 6. Februar 2018 11:11
An: prinzeptor-germanie@hotmail.com
Betreff: Re: [Website feedback] Science

Dear Basti,
Thank you for contacting us.
We do not know anything about the topic you are presenting to us. We havent been able to test
plant genetics yet, so we cannot answer your question.
However, we believe that a propper breeding process and hybridation can have a huge impact on
cannabinoid concentrations and time of growing of the plants.
If you ever collect any scientific evidence for your hypothesis, please share with us, we are very
interested on knowing more about that topic.
Best regards
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2018-01-26 3:07 GMT+01:00 <prinzeptor-germanie@hotmail.com>:
Sebastian Jerome De Valerio (prinzeptor-germanie@hotmail.com) sent a message
using the contact form at https://ghmedical.com/contact.
Dear Alberto Sainz,
I have a few specific questions about your knowledge to the myth ofmodified
and mutated strains in the 1960s and 1970s, also about the myths from
Uruguayan - modified phyto-THC, in the strains by BAYER & Monsanto...
it seems to be wihout doubt, that the US-Government has tried to create a
super hemp-strain (without THC) by experiments with colchicine...
It is an experimental instruction in te book "Marijuana-Growing in the flat
with artificial light" by Murphy Stevens, how to treat hemp with the toxine
to multiply the chromosomes of it... to get superdope... (and ohter
sources...)
The old hippie-stains (like Maui Waui or Mexican gold, black Afghan, laught
Turkey and mutch more...) should have been replaced with modern strains like
Haze, Northern Lights, Skunk, Jack Herer and some more... with three to five
times accelerated growing and corresponding THC-Level...
It is ever been researched by You how mutch chromosomes does modern strains
have???
Did Dr. Joost Heeroma ever heard about???
Also I want to let you know furter,
Ive write to Mike, he was told me to You (but not direct).
Here is a copy of my Message to him. The questions are to You, too.
Hoi Mike,
not a worry for delay!-)

At first; thanks for answer and congratulations for getting the license to
research...
I think it is very interesting whats going on Yourside.
A saying here is: Gut Ding braucht Zeit!
Good thing takes time!
Iam happy to be able to get what I want soon, very nice! (I want some
landraces!)
Its also happily that You (the Great People of the Netherlanden!-) are able
to express Yourself for the humanship. Nice!
Its interesting what you've told me.
But its a want of mine to get also an answer to the myth of a modified
genetik (the mutation with colchicine to get a stronger plant)
Your scientists must be in the situation/ must be able to prove the number of
chromosomes of different races.
I want to write this to them, too...
And Iam hoping that the Cannavigator wont be just an attempt.
But iam very critical about the kind of scientific.
Its just a drop, from the ocean of knowledge, what we can reach with only the
logical way.
(one cat has one tail, no cat has two tails - You got no cat, so Your cat got
two tails! Thats logic - the old Greek philosophers broke their heads about!
Or; The first step on the way to true wisdom is to know - there is nothing to
know)
Its (for me) so mutch more promising to get empirical values about the use of
today and yesterday, too...
Thats an ocean of practising knowledge - given us by our ancestors...
The several isolated cannabinoids cant be so aktive and harmless like the
natural cocktail of substances does.
Ascorbic-acid (vitamin C) is one of approx. thousand substances in an apple
and only isolated its possible to get a hypervitaminosis...
The old medicine men of lost days use to research the aktion of a drug with
their different types - in real live, on patients or on themselves...
To get a patient-database with evaluation would be great. Or just an
evaluation of the past student comments...
Thanks a lot for Your time Mike!
Maybe the Dr. Joost Heeroma or Alerto Sainz could anwer to my specific
questions...
I whish You all the best!
Maybe we will conspirare together sometime.
Hoi & Peaceup
Basti
Ill be very happy to get an answer by You about these undiscussed things...
Special Thanks!

Also to You Alberto Sainz and Dr. Joost Heeroma, special thanks to You!!!
Hoi Hoi!-)
Basti
Prinzeptor-Germanie@hotmail.com

